
MATH 221, Class Work 3, Professor Susan Sun Nunamaker

Due Date: November 22, 2005

Student's Name:___________________

#1.  A random sample of 12 people gave their opinions about a new
highway plan which would run the highway through a wildlife refuge in
Florida.  Opinions were given on a scale of 1 to 10 where 1= strongly
disagree with the highway plan and 10 = strongly agree.  The results of
the survey were:

3     1     3     2     8     3     10     5      3     7      9     1

Find the mean, median,  and mode of these responses.

#2.  A random sample of New York plays gave the following
information about how long each play ran on Broadway (in days):

12     45     36     118     50     7     20

Find the range, sample mean, and sample standard deviation.

12
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#3.  City Hospital has a temporary shortage of nurses, so the nurses have
been working overtime.  A random sample of six nurses reported that
the number of overtime hours they worked last week were:

7     2     4     5     4     3

a.  Find the mode, median, and mean of the overtime hours.

b.  Find the range and the sample standard deviation.

c.  Suppose a recording error occurred and the data value of 7 was
supposed to be a 2.  Replace 7 by 2 in the data.  Find the mode, median,
and mean and comment on the changes of these averages produced by
changing the data.

#4.  From years of experience fishing for trout in the Yellowstone River
you know that the mean length of trout you catch is 14.7 inches with
standard deviation 1.5 inches.

a.  Use Chebyshev's Theorem to find an interval for lengths of trout
in which at least 75% of the fish you catch will lie.

b  Use Chebyshev's Theorem to find an interval for lengths of trout
in which at least 93.8% of the fish you catch will lie.
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#5. Rollflex and Morgan Trust are two stocks traded on the New York
Stock Exchange.  For the past seven weeks you recorded  the Friday
closing price (dollars per share).

Rollflex:               21      20      20      23      24      20      25

Morgan Trust:      53      51      50      50      50      55      54

a.  Find the mode, median, and mean for Rollflex.

b.  Find the mode, median, and mean for Morgan Trust

c.  Find the range, sample standard deviation and sample variance for
Rollflex.

d.  Find the range, sample standard deviaiton and sample variance for
Morgan Trust.

e.  Find the coefficient of variation for both Rollflex and Morgan Trust.
Compare the results and explain the meaning of these numbers.  What
does the comparison tell you?
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#6.  Marjorie is doing a study of her monthly living expenses,  Monthly
totals for the last year (in dollars) were:

1300          1160          1380          1440          1000          3500

900          1050          1220          1120          1300            880

a.  Find the mean of this data.

b.  Find a 10% trimmed mean for this data.

c.  Which mean would be more useful as an estimate of her normal
living expenses?

d.  Which mean would be more useful if she wanted to allow for
possible emergencies?

#7.  Job Finders did a study of management jobs in large cities.  A
sample of such jobs showed the number of applicants for each position
to be x=37 with standard deviation s = 6.

a.  Compute the CV for the number of applicants for each
position.

b.  Use Chebyshev's Theorem to find an interval in which we can
expect at least 75% of the data to fall.
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#8.  The mean time in a woman's 400meter dash is 52.37 seconds with a
standard deviation of 2.15.  Apply Chebychev's Theorem to the data
using k = 2. Interpret the results.

#9.  The mean rent for a studio apartment in an oceanside resort area is
$1250 per month with standard deviation of $250.

a.  Find an interval in which 75% of all rents of studio apartments
in this resort area can be expected to lie.

b.  What fraction of all studio apartments in this resort area have
rents  between $875 and $1625 ?
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#10.  According to Consumer Reports about one out of six Americans
eat peanut butter every day.  One serving is considered to be three
tablespoons.  How much does a serving cost?  The price per serving of
peanut butter brands rated by Consumer Reports follow (in cents):

22     27      32      26      26      19      26

14      21      20      21      22      12      32

17       9       16     17       16

a.  Make a five number summary of the data including the low
value, the high value, the first and third quartiles and the median.

b.  Draw a box-and-whisker plot.
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#11. Recreational skiing is big business in some of the western and New
England states.  Many recreational skiers are beyond the beginning level
and want intermediate or “more difficult” terrain (but not the most
difficult). Snow Country described the 35 top-rated ski areas and gave
the percentage of the skiing terrain that was at the more difficult level.
The percentages follow:

36   54   51   49   30   43   40   46   35   40   52   28   57   51   40   40   45
40   60   20   25   50   40   65   58   43   59   49   55   30   33   60   30   46
65

Use five classes to: a. Find the class width     b. Make a frequency table
showing class limits, class boundaries, midpoints, frequencies, relative
frequencies. c. Draw a histogram.     d. Draw a relative frequency
histogram.
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#12.  Organize the data values from #11 in stem-and-leaf plot.
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